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Thank you for your response to my message. Again, in order:First, I wasn't sure what "closed meeting" about 

which people are "still upset." If it is a reference to the experts meeting we held last year, I would suggest to 

those who are "still upset," it is time to get over it. There was no way we could conduct such a meeting with 

everyone who would want to attend. In addition, anyone who has information that they would like to provide 

to the Review Board is welcomed and encouraged to send it to us. The thousands of correspondence that we 

have received demonstrate that we are open to suggested leads that researchers think we should pursue. By 

the way, I neglected to mention in my earlier correspondence to you that based on your suggestion, we have 

now acquired from Lt. Kay, through a Deed of Gift, the "original" tape of the Somerset-Militeer conversation 

from November 1963. It is much better quality than what was in the Archives collection. The paperwork is still 

being processed, but it will be at the Archives soon. We thank you for the suggestion.Second, please fax or 

mail the records that you mentioned; whatever is easiest for you.Third, Capehart's name was brought to our 

attention by a couple of people who saw a newspaper article on him. As you know, we do not "finger" people 

or things, we review and release assassination records. I am unaware of any news coverage in D.C. I think the 

news article was in the San Francisco Chronicle, but I am not sure. The Board has not dealt with any records 

relative to this individual, to the best of my knowledge.Fourth, I have already suggested to the Executive 

Director that the Board establish satellite offices in Nassau and on Nantucket, for the appropriate seasonal 

use. Thank you for the advice.As always Gordon, a pleasure to hear from you and thank you for your 

substantive contributions to the Board's work.Sincerely,Tom Samoluk To: Tom_Samoluk @ jfk-arrb.gov (Tom 

Samoluk) @ internetcc: (bcc: Tom Samoluk/ARRB)From: 72724.564 @ CompuServe.COM (G Winslow) @ 

internet @ WORLDCOM Date: 07/08/96 09:06:38 PM CDTSubject: Re: QuestionsHi Tom,I heard about Jeremy 

Gunn not attending. It seems people were upset that he wastaking selective testimony and was unavailable to 

the general public. They arestill upset that the Board had a closed meeting with some selected 

individuals.>>>>Third, we are very much interested in the files from the Dade County Policethat you indicated 

were about to be thrown away. If you have any suggestions onwho to contact about the possible existence 

and location of other assassinationrecords in their files, as well as preventing the destruction of such 

records,please advise me.<<<I am the one. The OCB (Crim Intelligence. SIU today) did not even have thisfile in 

their indices. All records for destruction go through my hands beforethey are tossed. Many times County 

Employees call to ask if the Clerk'sArchives wants a certain record. I am always asking cops from 

differentagencies to check their files. Everyone seems to be a closet historian thesedays. I reviewed the file 
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